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Abstract—Network simulation is a tool used to ana-
lyze and predict the performance of Industrial Internet of
Things deployments while dealing with the complexity of
real testbeds. Large network deployments with complex
protocols such as transmission control protocol are sub-
ject to chaos-theory behavior, i.e., small changes in the
implementation of the protocol stack or simulator behavior
may result in large differences in the performance results.
In this article, we present the results of simulating two
different scenarios using three simulators. The first sce-
nario focuses on the Incast phenomenon in a local area
network where sensor data are collected. The second sce-
nario focuses on a congested link traversed by the col-
lected measurements. The performance metrics obtained
from the simulators are compared among them and with
ground-truth obtained from real network experiments. The
results demonstrate how subtle implementation differences
in network simulators impact performance results, and how
network engineers must consider these differences.

Index Terms—Computer simulation, internet of Things,
reproducibility.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is adding large
numbers of devices to communication networks. In this

era, new devices are connected and old ones are removed,
equipment from different vendors is added, old applications stop
being used and new ones are developed, controller servers are
moved from one switch to another or even to a remote site,
new links with increased capacity are added, and new routing
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protocols are deployed, perhaps without removing old ones, all
of this at a really fast pace. Any of these changes can yield
consequences in network performance that are very difficult to
predict. In complex systems, such as modern networks, because
of nonlinearities and synchronizations, small changes can yield
large-scale consequences. This phenomenon has been referred
to as the amplification principle [1].

At present, it is unfeasible to predict network behavior and
performance using analytical tools. This is because a large
number of elements must be considered in the model, including
nondeterministic behaviors (e.g., user actions). Researchers in
academia have attempted approximations based on the analysis
of complex systems [2] or chaotic systems [3]; however, the
results are not applicable for problem solving in real networks,
and engineering approximation continues to be employed in
industry [4].

An alternative solution to analytical prediction is simulation
modeling. New network or system configurations are tested be-
fore actual deployment using simulation software. A network ad-
ministrator can predict the effects of moving localized controller
servers to a cloud service by simulating the present environment
and then implementing larger delay and loss parameters and
network bottlenecks in the access links to simulate the future
environment. New network topologies can be tested, and the
results of link utilization can be evaluated. Depending on the
complexity of the scenario or the expected changes, simple or
complex models can be implemented in the simulation.

Several software simulators have been adapted or designed
to simulate computer networks. Commercial products such as
Riverbed Modeler (OPNET) [5], OMNEST [6], QualNet [7],
and NetSim [8] are the most prevalent simulators in the industry.
Academic researchers typically employ simulators with an open
license, e.g., OMNeT++ [9] (i.e., the free version of OMNEST),
ns-2 [10], ns-3 [11], or JSim [12]. These are generic network
simulators, although most of them include models for wireless
interfaces that are used in the IoT environment (802.11, 6Low-
PAN, LoRa, LTE) [13] [14], and for industrial network scenar-
ios [15]–[17]. Software designed for other specific environments
also exists [18], such as simulators for wireless networks [19],
vehicular networks [20], or sensor networks [21]. Moreover,
sometimes a single simulator does not provide sufficiently ac-
curate results, and several simulators that have been optimized
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for different communication layers must cooperate to obtain
realistic results [22].

However, simulation-based network evaluation is not without
its drawbacks. First, complex networks cannot be fully simu-
lated because the computational cost is prohibitive. To address
this problem, simulators that are capable of parallel processing
using dozens of CPU cores during the simulation have been
developed [23]. Second, although open simulators typically
offer application programming interfaces for the development
of new models and existing models can be used if they can
be applied to the target scenario, no simulation model exists
for every application level software and protocol. Third, user
actions, or the generation of input sensor data, critically affect
network traffic generation; however, these data are typically not
predictable, and either recorded traces or stochastic models must
be used to reproduce their behavior.

Unfortunately, there are no generic models for user actions,
and simulators typically only offer simple random value genera-
tion functions. Finally, the results obtained using a simulator are
not easily reproducible by a different one. This is because the
simulated network scenarios contain a large number of protocols
and mechanisms that could not only be implemented differently,
but could also contain default configuration parameters that are
dependent on implementation decisions.

In this article, we focus on the reproducibility problem. This
problem exists in all research fields that use simulations (e.g.,
computer science, logistics, social sciences, and computational
biology), and several panels and position papers have been dis-
cussing the relevant problems and suggested solutions for more
than two decades [24]–[26]. The data networks in these simula-
tions are complex systems, as a large number of protocols and
mechanisms in these protocols interact, potentially significantly
affecting the performance results. The presence of queueing
systems in all of the protocol layers and the unpredictability
of external inputs (user actions) increase the sensitivity of the
results to implementation details, configuration parameters or
seemingly inconsequential decisions applied to the design.

Although the transmission control protocol (TCP) is not the
traditional transport mechanism in industrial networks, which
have been dominated by closed solutions, TCP/IP network
stacks are common nowadays in IIoT deployments. Popular
SCADA systems offer transport over TCP, such as Modbus/TCP,
IEC 60 870-5-104 or Ethernet/IP CIP (Common Industrial Pro-
tocol) systems. Most of the drawbacks attributed to TCP in these
environments have been proven as not applicable anymore [27]
and TCP/IP implementations for 8-bit microcontrollers are being
used, with as little as 40 KB of code [28]. TCP has probably
the highest implementation variability for different operating
systems. Therefore, we have focused on simulators for which
academic researchers have developed models for applicability
to multiple versions of this protocol on the market (e.g., Reno,
New Reno, Vegas, Cubic, Illinois, Westwood, HS-TCP, Fast, and
Compound TCP [29]).

For the past several decades, the most popular simulation
tool in research studies has been ns-2. It is the reference tool
for any comparison of results, but it has not been updated
consistently in recent years, its last update being in 2011. Some

articles already report discrepancies obtained with it because
many new mechanisms implemented in modern TCP/IP stacks
are not present in ns-2 [30]. This is because of the appearance of
ns-3 in 2006. However, it should be noted that ns-3 is not a new
generation of ns-2; it is a new network simulator independently
developed and which has only inherited a similar name.

The implementation of TCP in ns-2 has been evaluated in
studies such as [30] and [31]. They reported large discrepancies
in the results when compared with a real testbed. The reasons
presented were the effect of mechanisms not yet implemented in
the simulator and stochastic behavior existent in reality and not
modeled in simulation. The implementation of new congestion
control algorithms in ns-3 has also been evaluated [32], but it has
been compared with theoretical expected results. The results of
the studies are positive (good match with theoretical results), but
they are also optimistic because the theoretical results do not take
into account real complex environments but simple scenarios.

We have added OMNeT++ to the list for comparison because
it is also widely used in academia; it has multiple TCP simulation
models, some other simulators are derived from it [14], it offers
models for IIoT scenarios [15], [16] and, although there is a
version for the industrial environment that is available through
a license (OMNEST), there is also a free version for academic
researchers.

In this article, we focus on the comparability among simu-
lators. We try to create exactly the same IIoT scenarios in all
the simulators and we check whether a researcher or network
engineer would obtain the same results and conclusions or
there are significant differences in the implementations such
that not only the simulations do not match perfectly the real
hardware world but they do not even match among themselves.
The specific versions used in this study are ns-2 2.35, ns-3 3.24.1,
and version 5.0 of OMNeT++.

The scenarios simulated are representative use cases for net-
work analysis and prediction or network protocol evaluation in
IIoT scenarios. They do not intend to be complete studies of
these scenarios. They are used as examples of the erroneous
conclusions that can be obtained from simulation in the IIoT
environment—which can be different using different software—
highlight the possible sources of discrepancy and alert the re-
searchers about the situation.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
describes the IIoT network scenarios used for simulator com-
parison. Section III presents the performance metrics measured
in these scenarios and a description of each simulation; this
section also includes the comparative analysis and discussion
on the causes of some of the differences. Finally, Section IV
concludes this article.

II. NETWORK SCENARIOS

We selected two scenarios for the simulation experiments:
the “Local data” and “Remote sensors” scenarios; they were
designed to recreate common problems in different IIoT net-
working environments. They can be applied not only to the IoT
and IIoT environments, but also be used as simplifications for
other networking environments such as long-distance links for
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Fig. 1. TCP Incast local data scenario.

large populations of users, local area networks with transac-
tional clients and servers or even cloud scenarios. This is not
to diminish their representativeness as IIoT scenarios, but to
express that similar network topologies and traffic flows can be
the consequence of very different users and applications.

The traffic carried in both scenarios is TCP traffic, and we
will focus on the subtle implementation details that can escalate
and lead to analytical conclusions that widely differ according
to the simulation software. We evaluated the different simula-
tors using the same protocol stack configuration in all hosts.
However, small differences in protocol stack or switch behavior
implementation can be amplified as a result of the interactions
between a large number of flows, which is common in an IIoT
scenario.

We also compare the results from simulations with experi-
mental setups, either previously published in the literature or
designed for this research work.

A. Local Data Scenario

We present a simplified local area network scenario in which
there is synchronization in the set of flows coming from the
remote devices. These flows are multiplexed over the buffer in
a switch port, typically in the direction of the port to a server
collector. The result is the overflow of the switch port buffer,
packets dropped, a reduction in link efficiency, and an increase
in flow durations. This phenomenon has already been analyzed
for IoT in a data center [33], and for data acquisition in the
CERN facilities [34]. It is also a well-known phenomenon in
storage and data networks with distributed applications that use
the Partition+Aggregate [35] paradigm, such as the Hadoop
MapReduce framework [36]. In all those scenarios, it is named
as the “Incast” phenomenon. In comparison with the following
remote sensor scenario, the data sources and the collector are
connected to the same network switch.

We simulated the basic network scenario that results in
throughput collapse by Incast. In this scenario, an application
on a host (i.e., “Collector” in Fig. 1) uses a TCP connection
with each one of a set of endpoints (“Data sources” in Fig. 1) to
send a small distributed request, receiving a response from each
data source before a new request can be issued. The data sources
do not need to be the data acquisition devices; they can be the IoT
gateways that communicate with the real devices using different
communication technologies (for example, low power radios, or
power line communications).

TABLE I
TCP SIMULATION PARAMETERS

TABLE II
SPECIFIC SIMULATION PARAMETERS IN THE LOCAL DATA SCENARIO

The time between request issuance to each source is neg-
ligible, and results in a burst of responses that overloads the
buffer in the switch port connected to the collector. The losses
in the switch are recovered by the retransmission mechanisms;
however, because the response sizes are typically small, fast
retransmission mechanisms cannot be activated, and retransmis-
sion timers typically expire. This waiting time (at least 200 ms)
results in long times for response completion. The collector
cannot generate the result of the distributed computation until it
has received all the responses; thus, a relatively long completion
time in one of them results in low utilization of link bandwidth.

The Incast phenomenon has been studied in detail and re-
ported in literature by academic researchers [33], [34], [37], [38]
and research groups within companies such as Microsoft [39]
and Facebook [40]. We not only compare the results of the
simulators among themselves but also with the experimental
data available from [41]. The performance metric that we have
selected is the number of data sources required to reach through-
put collapse at the link to the collector.

Further details of the simulation parameters can be found
in Tables I and II. The implementations of the TCP/IP stack
in the simulators can still differ for example in the type and
number of options included in the TCP or the IP header, or in the
specific algorithm for adapting the delayed acknowledgement
timer. There are no configurable options in most simulators to
control these low-level details, therefore subtle implementation
differences could result in noticeable simulation results. Many of
these differences are out of the control of the researcher without
a deep understanding of the inner workings of the simulator.

B. Remote Sensors Scenario

The scenario (see Fig. 2) is based on a network topology with
a bottleneck link between two populations of devices (the IIoT
endpoints and the data collectors). This link carries the multi-
plex of traffic from a large number of connections. The traffic
from these connections suffers network congestion, resulting in
losses at the link. The interactions among the congestion control
algorithm instances were evaluated. This scenario is also very
sensitive to small differences in implementation between the
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Fig. 2. Balanced dumbbell topology for the remote sensors scenario.

TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS IN THE REMOTE SENSORS SCENARIO

simulators, and was implemented to measure the reliability of
the results in performance evaluation.

We have simulated the traffic from a large population of users
or applications that flow between two sites, or between a remote
set of devices and a data center. As an example, in the power grid
the devices are phasor measurement units and the information
is synchrophasor data, collected at a phasor data concentrator
or at a control data center [42]. Traffic on the long-distance
link will sometimes cause congestion, resulting in losses for
some connections. In an industrial local area network, Fig. 2
represents a network topology where the sensor devices are not
connected to the same local area network switch as the con-
troller hosts, therefore the traffic must be transported through an
interconnection trunk link. In the power grid case, the congested
link exhibits a wide area network delay, while in the industrial
local area network all the links present delays in the campus
network range. The data sources may be IP-based sensors or
IoT gateways that aggregate measurements from devices that
use non-IP communication technologies.

We sought to comprehensively compare the results of the three
simulators under the conditions of the same settings and input
data (i.e., connection arrival times and connection transfer sizes).
The connection arrivals from each data source followed an
independent periodic arrival process, all of them with the same
period. They model the periodic collection of measurements
from data acquisition equipment. The same random-generation
seed was used in all the simulations; thus, every simulator had
identical connection arrivals. TCP configuration parameters are
shown in Table I and specific scenario parameters in Table III.

We created an experimental setup to compare the simulation
results with ground truth. We used two Cisco Catalyst C1000-8T-
2G-L switches. A pair of computers acted, one as the collector,
and the other as the data sources. Both computers were connected

Fig. 3. Simulation results for the TCP Incast local data scenario (block
transfer size: 64 kB.; buffer size: 200 packets).

through one-meter-long copper links to Gigabit Ethernet ports at
each of the switches, while the interswitch link was configured at
100 Mb/s transmission speed with a 1 m copper link. GNU/Linux
was the operating system installed in both computers, and the
parameters in Table I were configured for the communication
between sources and collector.

The performance metric that we have selected is the connec-
tion duration. This type of simulation and performance metric
could be used, for example, to evaluate the time between data
generation at the sources and its recollection at the central
servers. The result of longer connection duration is the infor-
mation being available later at the collector, delaying future
decisions.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the results for the two scenarios.
We analyzed the differences in the results produced by the
simulators to assess their impact and identify the reasons for
the deviations. We compare the result of simulations among the
different simulators, where the same results should be obtained,
and also to experimental setups used as ground truth.

A. Local Data Scenario

For the local data scenario, we simulated synchronized data
transfers from the data sources, increasing the number of sources
until the throughput collapse took place. Fig. 3 presents the
results obtained from the three simulation software packages.
The abscissa axis represents the number of data sources that
send a 64 kB data-block, and therefore the amount of flows that
must be completed before the collector can finish its task. The
ordinate axis measures the goodput that can be obtained from the
link to the collector. A high goodput is obtained while the number
of data sources is below a certain threshold. Above this, number
of sources collapse in goodput takes place. The collapse occurs
when packets are lost in the switch due to buffer overflow. These
losses result in low goodput while the data source suffering the
packet loss waits for the retransmission timer to expire.
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Fig. 4. Expected TCP goodput results for the TCP Incast scenario, as
reported in [41]. The results are experimental, not simulated.

Ideally, the three data series in Fig. 3 should yield the same
result, i.e., suffer the collapse for the same number of data
sources. The configuration parameters in the scenario are as
similar as the simulators allowed us to make. For example, the
links were created to have the same bandwidth and delay, the
same version of congestion control was applied in all of the hosts
in all of the simulators (TCP Reno), the sizes of the flow control
windows were set to be the same, mechanisms such as delayed
acknowledgement or minimum retransmission timers that are
configurable were set to have the same values, and the size of
the switch buffers was the same (see Tables I and II). However,
even though identical parameters and variables were applied, the
final results were found to differ.

We can compare these results to a real hardware scenario
using the results that Wu et al. [41] reported. They measured the
throughput collapse from Incast in a testbed. Fig. 4 shows the
results they reported after extracting the data used to create [41,
Fig. 3]. In this case, “data per source” corresponds to the size of
the data-block that each source sends in the response. Note that
the three data plots in Fig. 3 are not comparable to those in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4, the three data series correspond to different scenarios
(i.e., different block sizes). The first data series in Fig. 4 (labeled
as “data per source=64 kbytes”) is the one that should be the
result of all the simulations.

The difference between the results of the experiments and
simulations could be attributed to the buffering behavior in
the switch used in the experiments [41]. In their report, they
assumed that the 4 MB of total buffer in the switch were equally
distributed among the 48 ports, resulting in approximately 80 kB
of buffer per switch port. It should be noted that the switches
used in these data center scenarios are top-of-rack switches with
a large number of ports. Link speeds of at least 1 Gb/s, and small
buffers implemented in the ASIC electronics [43]. However, it is
known that switches can use shared buffers, and thus a port could
exceed its equitable allocation. Regarding the results illustrated
in Fig. 3, a buffer of 200 packets was used for all simulations,
which, in the case of Ethernet MTU packets, corresponds to
approximately 300 kB.

Fig. 5. Simulation results for the TCP Incast local data scenario with
different switch packet buffer sizes and different block transfer size.

Fig. 3 shows that there are substantial differences in the imple-
mentation of each simulator that significantly affect the obtained
results. For example, in this case, the conclusions differed by
more than 15%, depending on the simulator. Specifically, the
OMNeT++ simulator results indicated that the collapse occurs
for 18 or more data sources, whereas the ns-3 simulator predicted
that it would occur for 15 sources.

We studied the source code for each simulator to determine the
implementation details that led to these disparities. For the case
presented in Fig. 3, it was found that ns-3 deactivated the delayed
acknowledgement mechanism for the first data packet received,
so the rate of transfer was initially higher, with faster growth
of the congestion control window; this resulted in a collapse
by Incast with fewer hosts. To verify that this difference (i.e.,
only one more acknowledgement in the connection) leads to the
differences shown in Fig. 3, we simulated the same scenario
but using a version of ns-3 (i.e., “Modified ns-3”) in which the
code of the implementation of TCP was modified to remove this
behavior in the first acknowledgement. Modified ns-3 yielded
results that were identical to those obtained from OMNeT++.

Fig. 3 shows also a small difference between the series of ns-2
and the other simulators. In this case, because of the implemen-
tation of the link level and TCP options in each simulator, the
feasible maximum segment size differed. One simulator uses the
Ethernet header, whereas the other does not offer this option and
we configured a PPP link. Furthermore, depending on the block
size in the transfer, there may have been greater or lesser packets
in a simulation. This led us to investigate other differences in the
simulators.

We extended the simulations by varying many parameters.
Fig. 5 shows the results for different transfer block and switch
buffer sizes. The abscissa axis shows the size of the port switch
buffer, as measured in packets, and the ordinate axis indicates
at which number of hosts the collapse by Incast occurred for
each scenario and simulator. For example, regarding the results
presented in Fig. 3, the drop point for ns-3 occurred with 15
hosts, which corresponds to the ordinate value for an abscissa
value, i.e., packet buffer size, of 200 packets in Fig. 5.
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Several interesting phenomena can be observed in Fig. 5. First,
the results from ns-3 do not substantially differ from those of
other simulators, even with the extra acknowledgement. Second,
when the size of the transfer is sufficiently large, the effects
of the extra acknowledgement at the beginning of the transfer
are no longer significant. These findings validate the efficacy
of the simulator when the simulated scenario is implemented
for a certain range of parameter values; however, these findings
mask the anomalous behavior exposed previously due to extra
acknowledgments, and could cause us to incorrectly assume that
the results will always be valid, regardless of the scenario.

Modified ns-3 accurately replicated the results from OM-
NeT++, and the differences with ns-2 were found to be very
small, and nearly nonexistent in some scenarios.

A conclusion for this network scenario is that all of the simula-
tors yielded equivalent results within a reasonable error margin,
but only when the small implementation difference in ns-3 had
been corrected. This second aspect reveals the high sensitivity
of the results to small changes in the implementation in each
simulator, and confirmed that we must validate the results, or at
least corroborate them with several simulators.

B. Remote Sensors Scenario

In the congested link scenario, for each TCP connection in
each simulator we calculated the percentage that reflects the
difference between the duration of the same connection. For
example, if a connection in the reference simulator was sustained
for 25 ms, whereas that in another simulator was sustained for
30 ms, then the difference was 20% when measured relative to
the first simulator. We selected the connection duration because
it is relevant in a measurement scenario, it is simple, easy to
understand, and easy to measure in all the simulators. However,
this is only one of the performance parameters that can be applied
for comparison. For example, we also investigated the number of
TCP segment retransmissions and reached similar conclusions.

In the top and middle plots in Fig. 6, ns-2 is the reference sim-
ulator. The results illustrate the extent of the connection duration
discrepancy with respect to the reference duration (ns-2) for the
same connection, using either ns-3 or OMNeT++ simulators. It
can be seen that the probabilities of the durations differing from
that of ns-2 results were nonnegligible.

The cumulative probability distributions of connection dura-
tion discrepancy for these simulations are shown in Fig. 7. We
can see that 90% of the connection durations from ns-3 and
OMNeT++ differ by more than 80% from the result produced
by ns-2. Although ns-2 is typically referred to as the reference
simulator in the networking literature, more modern software
packages offer quite different results, which lead to very different
performance predictions.

The difference between the OMNeT++ and ns-3 results were
found to be minimal, with 80% of the connections having a
duration that differed by less than 1%. Therefore, we can say
that these two simulators yield similar results, and that their
predictions are comparable, while the results produced by ns-2
significantly differ from those produced by ns-3 and, therefore,
by OMNeT++.

Fig. 6. Connection duration discrepancy of ns-3 (top) and OMNeT++
(middle) results relative to ns-2. Discrepancy of OMNeT++ results rel-
ative to ns-3 are at the bottom plot. Histogram of the percentage of
connections as a function of percent difference. Bin size 1%. Rate of
6 cnx/min/node. Buffer size of 50 packet at the switches.

Fig. 7. Comparison of discrepancy as a cumulative probability distri-
bution. Results of ns-3 and OMNeT++ relative to ns-2 and OMNeT++
relative to ns-3. Rate of 6 cnx/min/node. Buffer size of 50 packet at the
switches.

Guo and Lee [30] offer a modified version of ns-2, including
new mechanisms that obtain a better match between simulation
results and the Linux TCP/IP protocol stack. We repeated the
simulations using their modifications and obtained the same
output. This result was expected because the Intra-Host-Back-
Pressure problem that the authors solved in their modification to
ns-2 is not present in this scenario, where the bottleneck is not
the first-hop link from the sender (between the device and the
first switch). The rest of the modifications in ns-2 are effective
only when Linux CUBIC congestion control algorithm is being
used, therefore they are not available when using TCP Reno,
which is the version we selected for better comparability with
different simulators.

We described a modification we made to ns-3 for the local
data scenario. This version of ns-3 fixed the discrepancies with
OMNeT++ for most evaluations in that scenario. We tested this
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Fig. 8. Two scenarios where a different connection suffers a packet
loss.

version in the remote sensors scenario but we did not obtain a
significant difference in the results compared to standard ns-3,
and any difference could be explained simply by the random
nature of the experiment.

Finally, we checked the packet and event traces from the
simulations, searching for the discrepancies. We noticed that
when only one connection is active in the link there are no
packets dropped due to the congested link and we find only
small differences among the simulators. However, when several
connections are multiplexed simultaneously on the link and
packets are dropped due to switch buffer overflow, a slight
difference in transmission time computation or link delay results
is not exactly the same packet being dropped by the switch.
When a different packet is dropped in one simulator compared
to another, it is probably from a different TCP connection. The
result is that a different connection suffers an extended duration
and the comparison of durations shows this difference.

We illustrate this situation in Fig. 8. In the left side of the
figure, the result from a simulator is represented, where connec-
tion 3 suffers the packet loss, therefore it suffers an extended
connection duration. The right side of the figure represents
the output from a different simulator for the same connec-
tion arrivals, where the connection suffering the packet drop
is connection number 2. When the connection durations are
compared between both simulations, connections 2 and 3 present
significant differences in duration while connection 1 does not.

We may compare the simulation results from Fig. 6 with those
from the experimental setup described in Section II-B. If we
compare the connection durations obtained from simulation with
those from the experimental setup using the same traffic intensity
(6 cnx/min/node), we obtain an average discrepancy of 233% for
the ns-3 simulation, 260% for the OMNeT++ simulation, and
1397% for the ns-2 simulation. These large discrepancies may
be the result of an incorrect switch buffer size configured in the
simulations (50 packets). The actual buffer size in the circuitry
of the physical Ethernet switch may be different, therefore it is
not correctly modeled by a small 50-packets-deep output buffer.

We ran simulations using different buffer depths in the switch-
ing elements. Fig. 9 shows the average discrepancy between the
simulations and the experiments for the same traffic intensity as
in the results shown in Fig. 6 but varying the buffer size. We
observe that above a certain buffer size the simulations do not
change their results; they reach a behavior without any packet
loss due to buffer overruns, so there is no difference when
configuring even larger buffers. The stability point is reached
for a different buffer size in case of ns-2 simulations compared
to ns-3 and OMNeT++, proving different simulator behavior.

Fig. 9. Simulations varying switch buffer size compared with experi-
mental results. Traffic intensity of 6 cnx/min/node.

Fig. 10. Simulations varying traffic intensity for a simulated switch
buffer size of 1000 packets. Comparison with experiments.

Both ns-3 and OMNeT++ offer very similar results although
they differ for very small buffer sizes, when packet losses are
extremely frequent.

The smallest difference between simulations and the exper-
iments is obtained for large buffer sizes, when packet losses
are less frequent. We configured a very large buffer size for
the next simulations (1000 packets), which guarantees no losses
and we obtained the average connection duration discrepancy
for different traffic intensities. Fig. 10 shows the results for
the three simulators compared with the experiments. For small
traffic intensities, the discrepancy between simulations and the
ground truth is small, close to 5%, however, it grows with traffic
intensity up to more than an average 20% discrepancy. There
is no simulator that consistently provides more accurate results
with different traffic intensities, and ns-3 and OMNeT++ results
keep being similar.

We could not obtain the actual maximum buffer size from
the device specs, but only details about its drop-tail policy.
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The circuitry in some Ethernet switches can allocate sepa-
rate buffers for packets with different size, and memory for
switching buffers can also be allocated dynamically, based on
previous buffer overruns. It is therefore difficult to accurately
simulate a real switch using a simple output-buffer queue
and further implementation details from the manufacturer are
needed.

We extended the simulations to scenarios modeling a long-
distance inter-switch link (5 ms delay), different link bandwidth,
different distribution of file transfer sizes or different link layer
encapsulations, reaching similar conclusions. In any scenario
subjective to chaotic behavior, a small difference in the simula-
tion results in large differences when certain output values are
evaluated.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this article, the predictive performance of different network
simulation software packages was evaluated. The presented
scenarios were applicable for the deployment of IoT devices
in industrial communication networks, including data center or
production plant deployments, large-distance links to collector
servers, or large numbers of devices that send data in a nearly
synchronized manner.

Three very frequently used simulators have been compared,
i.e., ns-2, ns-3, and OMNeT++, which all entail independent
implementations. We tested their networking stack by imple-
menting congested links such that small changes in simulator
implementation could amplify the differences for the metrics
under study.

We have confirmed that small differences between the simu-
lators (e.g., the difference of a single packet in each connection)
lead to predictive errors of at least 15% when one simulator
was compared to another that has been assumed to be the
ground truth. We have also compared the simulation results
with experimental ground truth by reproducing in simulation
the results from experiments previously published or by imple-
menting experiments with real equipment to recreate simula-
tion scenarios. We have proven that some differences between
simulators arise from small differences in the network protocol
stack implementation. The chaotic behavior of congested links
resulted in the amplification of the different results obtained
from different simulators.

The different results provided by the simulators were not the
consequence of an incorrect implementation in any of them but
of the descriptions of many networking protocols which contain
a large number of parameters and behaviors which are open to
the implementers to specify. We could suggest cross-validation
between network simulators; however, the large number of pa-
rameters existing in the protocols involved in a realistic TCP/IP
communication over local or remote links make this unfeasi-
ble. The chaotic nature of congested systems made the perfect
validation of simulators a task that require a nearly identical pro-
gramming code, which invalidated any comparison. We prefer to
emphasize this fact to the research community and practitioners
of network performance evaluation. Just as we accept that eval-
uation testbeds were not generally realistic scenarios, we must

also consider that the difficulty to capture and specify all the
required protocol parameters generated error in the simulated
results.
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